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      How to reach us  

 (box 1)  BY CAR  
From Motorway 
A7   Milano-Genova 
A26 Genova- GravellonaT. 
A12 Genova-Roma 

Both for those arriving from South and for those arriving from North, exit the 
motorway at Genova Ovest and follow the directions to “Sopraelevata” towards the 
city center; take the second exit and follow the indication “Prefettura”. 
Go ahead reading the option required  

 
Option A (We suggest 
this option only if you are 
travelling with a lot of 
luggage) 
 
 
 
Direct at the Hotel  
  

Having the Prefettura on your left, please drive along staying of the left, cross the 2 
trafficlights you will meet and you will reach Via Vernazza. Follow this road until you 
reach the trafficlights located on a large cross-roads; cross this cross-roads, having 
the Piazza De Ferrari on your right and Via XX Settembre and Via Dante on your 
left. At this point you have reached Via Petrarca. 
Drive along Via Petrarca and at the cross-roads turn right (from here onwards there 
is the ZTL, which is an area where you can drive through only by having a 
permission; ask the hotel reception upon arrival); you are now in Piazza Matteotti. 
Keep driving until the end of the square where the pedestrian area begins; this is 
Via San Lorenzo, where no cars are allowed. At this point turn right (as a reference 
you will have the shop Radif on the corner) in Via Tommaso Reggio (this is the only 
option). Drive along Via Tommaso Reggio, cross Via di Scurreria and at this point 
you are in Piazza Invrea (the hotel is on the left at 10 mt away, just next to the 
Oltreconfine bar on Piazza San Lorenzo). Here you can park your car for 5-10 
minutes, time to leave your luggage and make check-in at the reception. Despite 
our suggestions, in case you reach Piazza Caricamento by mistake follow our 
directions to the city centre and the Prefettura and repeat the above route. 
In case you decide not to proceed by car, please park the car at the parking 
facilities by the harbor area and reach the hotel by bus or by foot.  
Go ahead and read box 6.  

 
Option B 
 
Direct at the Parking 
Facilities   
 

From the exit from the Sopraelevata there is a tunnel you will drive through. Please 
follow the directions to the “City Park” parking facilities. Pay attention, since the 
directions to the City Park you will find along the street are not perfectly detailed. In 
case you miss the City Park entrance, follow the directions that you find in Box 2 . 
In case you have entered the City Park and parked your car, take the exit on 
Piazza Dante, since the City Park has more than one exit. Once you are in Piazza 
Dante, turn left and walk along Via Dante until you reach Piazza De Ferrari.  
Go ahead and read box 3 .  

 
(box 2) PARKING FACILITIES  
 
 
PiccaPietra  

Having the Prefettura on your left, please drive along staying of the left, cross the 2 
trafficlights you will meet (ref. Mc Donald in the corner at the second trafficlight) and you will 
reach Via Vernazza; follow the directions to the parking facilities (180 mt). Once you have 
parked your car, take the exit Teatro, since the Piccapietra has more than one exit; at that 
point you will be behind the Carlo Felice Opera House, keep walking for another 100 mt and 
you will reach Piazza De Ferrari. 
Go ahead and read box 3.  

 
 
 
City Park   

Having the Prefettura on your left, please drive staying on the left, cross the trafficlights and, 
still staying on the left, at the next trafficlights (ref. Mc Donald at the corner) turn left in Via 
Lomellini; drive through crossing the trafficlights at the cross-roads, and you will reach Via 
Ceccardi. Keep driving, cross another trafficlights and follow the directions to the City Park (at 
150-200 mt from the trafficlights). Once you have parked your car and left the parking 
facilities, you will reach Piazza Dante. Turn left and walk along Via Dante until you reach 
Piazza De Ferrari. 
Go ahead and read box (3)   

 
(box 3) WALKING FROM PIAZZA DE FERRARI  
 
From any direction you reach the Piazza De Ferrari, just keep the entrance to Palazzo Ducale behind 
yourself, take the street (with a flight of stairs going down) on your right, and at the end of it turn right in 
Piazza Matteotti; keep the right until you have entirely crossed the square and keep walking down along Via 
San Lorenzo until you reach the Cathedral Square (it is about 150-200 mt), Piazza San Lorenzo. 
The Locanda is located on the 1st floor in Palazzo Cicala, which is just opposite the San Lorenzo Cathedral, 
next to the Oltreconfine bar. 
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(box 4) BY TRAIN 
 
 
Railway 
Station 
Genova 
Piazza 
Principe 

 
By bus 

 
Bus Line nr. 20 / 30 / 34 / 35 / 36: getting off at: Piazza De Ferrari  

 
 
By foot 

 
Walk in direction of Via Balbi, keep walking along until you reach Via Paolo Emilio 
Bensa; keep walking in direction of Piazza Della Meridiana, which then becomes 
Via Garibaldi. At the end of Via Garibaldi stay on the right and follow through 
towards Piazza Fontane Marose. Keep walking across the square and turn right in 
Via XXV Aprile, and walk down to Piazza De Ferrari. 
Go ahead and read box (3)   

 
Railway 
Station 
Genova  
Brignole  

 
By bus 

 
Bus Line nr. 18/ 20/ 34 / 36/ etc: getting off at: Piazza De Ferrari 

 
By foot 

 
Walk in direction of Via Fiume, turn right in Via XX Settembre, keep walking along 
this road until you reach Piazza De Ferrari. 
Go ahead and read box (3)  

 
(box 5 ) FROM THE “CRISTOFORO COLOMBO” AIRPORT 
 
By Car  
 

Once you leave the airport, turn left, drive along Via Pionieri e Via  Aviatori d’Italia, 
follow the directions to the motorway with direction Genova Ovest. Exit the motorway 
at Genova Ovest, follow the directions to the Sopraelevata with direction “City Centre” 
and take the 2nd exit following the directions to “Prefettura”. 
Go ahead and read box (1), chosen option. 

By B us  Take the bus nr.124, get off at Cornigliano bus stop, then take bus nr.1 and get off in 
Piazza Caricamento. Go ahead and read box (6), section “By Foot”  

By 
Volabus 

This is bus which only connects the airport to the main railway stations (Piazza 
Principe and Brignole) and the city centre. Daily service from 5.20 to 23.30, running 
every 30 minutes. One way ticket price is 6 Euros. 

By Taxi :  Taxi area is just outside the airport; in case of necessity, please call 0039 010/5966 
“Taxi Genova”  

 
(box 6) BY BOAT: ARRIVING AT THE GENOA FERRY DOCKS (Terminal Traghetti) 
 
By Car 

Once you leave the ferry-boat station, follow the directions to the parking facilities in the 
harbor area: Park Acquario – Park Marina Porto Antico- Mercanzia - Parking  Calata 
Gadda -   Porta Siberia – Cannoniere. 
Once you have parked your car and left the parking facilities, please follow the same 
directions as the ones for those reaching the hotel by bus or by foot. 

By Bus  If you have parked near the ferry docks, depending on the parking choosen, you maybe 
are between 1 and 2 kilometers away from Piazza Caricamento. If you do not want to walk 
too much we suggest you to take the bus nr. 1 and get off at Piazza “Caricamento” then 
continue by foot following the instructions in the next section "by foot". 

 
By Foot 

From Piazza Caricamento stay on the right side (you will pass by he Porto Antico area and 
by the Aquarium), then cross the street and reach Via Gramsci; keep walking in direction 
of Piazza Caricamento. You will walk along Via Sottoripa (with the arcades), then along 
Via F. Oliverio. Once the arcades are over, stay on the right on the largest street (it is still 
Via F. Oliverio) for 15-20 mt. turn left in Via San Lorenzo, which is the pedestrian street 
going slightly up. Walk along Via San Lorenzo until you reach the Cathedral Square (it is 
about 150-200 mt), Piazza San Lorenzo. 
The Locanda is located on the 1st floor in Palazzo Cicala, which is just opposite the San 
Lorenzo Cathedral, next to the Oltreconfine bar. 

 
box (7) FOR ANY FURTHER DETAILS  
For any further details regarding the local amenities or the parking faclities in the city centre by the hotel, 
please visi tour website on “Where we are ” at the following link: 
http://www.palazzocicala.it/hotel-vicino-porto-genova 
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